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No. 1
 

Take a break
 

Sometimes the best thing you can do is
take a break and get out of your head.

who knows, maybe when you get back
things will be better. 

Some things you can do on a break:

read a good book
take a walk

Watch a good movie/ tv show
Work on a smaller project (short story,

poem, etc) 
Catch up with some friends 
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No. 2Write
 

Hear me out, I know that the whole point
of writer's block is that you aren't able to
write. But you can write something else,

something that isn't your novel 

 
Some other things you can write are: 

poems 
short stories 

short stories set in your world
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You can also open a  new document and
continue your wip there. This way you
have no pressure for it to be good. 



 

Who said you have to write in order?
Well, you don't. Pick a scene in your

WIP you are excited about and write it.
Do you like writing romance scenes or
fight scsnes? Write it. Want to write

ethe ending first? Do that.

No. 3 Write another scene

You can also write backstory for
your characters, write journal

entries, or write a scene you love
from another character's pov
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No. 4
 

Outline
Hear me out before you come at me.

If you decide to outline your novel
then you won't get stuck. If you have
an outline you will always know where

your story has to go. 

 

Outlines don't always have to be super
detailed. You can use bullet points or just
a thought dump. I have an entire post on
outlines so check it out if you want to

learn how. 
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If you have no outline and can't
decide what you want next, talk it
out with someone. If you have writer
friends talk to them. Or just talk to

your family and friends, 

No. 5Talk it out

 

Saying it out loud can help and if you have
someone else listen, they may even chime in

with an idea of their own. 
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Hey, I'm Ashmikaa and
I help aspiring writers
write a great story and

make their writer
dream come true. I

share tips about
writing, character

creation, productivity,
and staying inspired to

finish the story you
started. 

Hello Writer friends!

 
Follow me on Instagram @writerashmikaa  for

more writing advice and inspiration

 
I help you write a story that will someday be

loved and cherished by not just you, but also your
readers. 


